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WELCOME TO THE ISSUE (number 26)
Susan Sontag once said, “Today, everything exists to end in a photograph.” It is true that
we live in a profoundly visual culture, surrounded by images. It is now scarcely imaginable
that the world was once a place where tiny ivory cameos, oil paintings and woodcuts were
some of the only means of capturing a likeness. Before the invention of photography, the
majority of visual references to people of the past are grandly posed portraits of the ‘good
and the great’. We are lucky that the endlessly curious and inventive Frenchman Joseph
Nicéphore Niépce was no good at drawing - a pre-requisite for any decent lithographer. Niépce’s experiments with light-sensitive varnishes led him to discover that the ancient Egyptian solution bitumen of Judea, was the beginning of a leap forward in the creation of modern photography from the 1820s onwards.
Photographs are amongst the few things many people say they would risk the smoke to
save on their way out of a burning house. Candid, artful or horrifying, photographs are a
slice of moving time held still. Plenty of the photographs found in archives have no known
author and are full of ordinary and nameless faces, yet they can offer an extraordinarily full
view into a moment of the past. Contextual details of place, time and name add even
greater texture and weight to the story the eyes behold.
Some say that the millions of images taken on camera phones now means that everyone
and therefore no one, is a real photographer. Anyone who has ever seen a truly compelling
image, whether it be on a friend’s small phone screen or blown up in a gallery, will know
how cynical that line really seems. It is difficult to predict which images will find their place in
archives in the future, but no doubt they will continue to show us the past vividly - in a way
that words rarely match.
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FALKIRK COMMUNITY TRUST MUSEUM & ARCHIVE
Over the years the archive has developed a fantastic resource of images, much of which is available on-line.
They hold photograph collections from Falkirk Council which show changes in buildings, streets and the local
townscapes. The service has also made copies of many photographs taken by local people so that the image can
be seen even when the original remains in private hands.
The negatives of a number of prominent local photographers, which reflect the social and industrial history of the
area, have been donated. The largest of these private collections is that of John P Munn, a semi-professional
photographer from Grangemouth. Munn exhibited internationally and his surviving negatives include beautiful
views of Perthshire, the Highlands and east coast fishing villages as well as Falkirk and Grangemouth.
Falkirk Archives latest exhibition, Pictures of the Past, reveals glimpses of past lives
through an exhibition of images, many of which have never been seen before. Over
the years our countryside, towns and even the way we work has changed
dramatically. Fashions, architecture and industries that were familiar to our parents
and grandparents have changed, been destroyed or closed down. There are images
of people at work, buildings going up and coming down, shop interiors, farmers working the land and some quirky ones that probably would never be taken today. Drawn
from the glass plate negative collections given to the archive by the Falkirk Herald
these wonderful images span the early decades of the 20th century. They will bring a
smile and maybe a few wide eyes stares to anyone who comes along.
Visit the website where you can see the very wide range and quality of images by
looking at the highlights page or try using the search tools to find photographs,
objects and archives from our collections. Cover: Dog falling off of a horse (c1950),
previous page: Lamp Lighter (1937), this page: At the smithy's, Newburgh (1929) and
back cover: Female nude china doll with parasol (1959)

By ELSPETH REID
Archivist

ON THE COVER

Falkirk Archives emerged from the developing Falkirk museum services in the 1990s and now works alongside
museums, archaeology and learning. The collections are broadly typical of a local archives service, with records
of the various local authorities, local businesses, local organisations, community groups and estate, family and
personal papers.

SEALS
MAKING AN IMPRESSION
In May the National Records of Scotland (NRS) hosted a visit from
Dr Elizabeth New, the project manager of a recently completed
Seals in Medieval Wales project (SiMeW), based at Aberystwyth
University and funded by the AHRC. The project examined over
3,000 seals from archival collections in Wales and the Marches
from the period 1200 to 1550 in order to explore and shed light on
Medieval society. A database of all the seals recorded by SiMeW
will be made available through Aberystwyth University’s online research repository, and a significant number of images of seals will
be hosted by the National Library of Wales in the near future.
During Dr New’s visit to the NRS, she examined a variety of seals
from the collections. These ranged from those attached to burgess
tickets in the papers of the Earls of Perth, to a less salubrious example appended to a diploma of membership of the notorious Beggars Benison Club. The idea of developing a study of Scottish
seals was discussed, along with the hope of using the seals from
one of the collections as a basis for a small collaborative project.
As part of the research trip, Dr New visited the University of Edinburgh’s Centre for Research Collections where she and colleagues
from the NRS were kindly permitted to examine the Bohemian Protest and charters from the Laing collection. The Bohemian Protest
was written in Prague in 1415 to the Pope, protesting against the
execution for heresy of the religious reformer Jan Hus. It was sent
in the name of 450 Bohemian and Moravian nobles and the Edinburgh example still has 99 red wax seals attached.
Dr New was also given a warm welcome by the Court of the Lord
Lyon which regulates heraldry in Scotland and maintains the register of Grants of Arms as well as records of genealogies. Here she
was shown examples of letters patent and even permitted to hold
the matrix for sealing documents today.
Dr New and Dr Alan Borthwick gave two very interesting talks to
colleagues from the NRS, Historic Scotland and invited guests
(including archivists, historians and private researchers) about medieval seals. The talks were well received and both speakers
fielded a number of questions from the audience. Dr New’s presentation focussed on the SiMeW project and their template for recording, classifying and analysing seals. She discussed and illustrated their physical description and design and gave a vivid snapshot of seals as ‘packages of words and images from the past’.
She also emphasised the possibilities as well as the limitations of
seals for historical research.
In contrast, Dr Borthwick spoke about the 900-year history of Scottish seals. Although a few crown seals continue in use today, private seals mostly fell into disuse from the late 16th century because
of the role of public notaries in authenticating documents, and because documents could be signed rather than sealed. Using images of seals from the NRS’s own collections, as well as from English archives such as Durham University, to illustrate his talk, Dr
Borthwick highlighted the lack of recent scholarship on Scottish
seals.

By TESSA SPENCER
National Register of Archives for Scotland
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Explore Your Archive is the new campaign to raise public awareness from the Archives and Records Association (UK & Ireland) and The National Archives (Kew).
Launching to the public in autumn 2013, the campaign
is endorsed by the entire sector, including all UK and
Ireland national and strategic bodies. In Scotland, Explore Your Archive is supported by the Scottish Council
on Archives and the National Records of Scotland.
This campaign is designed to increase nationwide awareness of the essential role of archives in our society. It will
increase the general public’s understanding of archives,
containing messages relevant to everyone. It also celebrates the amazing variety of the sector’s network of collections and underlines its skill and professionalism. Together
we will encourage the public to explore their own interests
and use their local archive to discover the fascinating stories
within. It puts each user at the heart of their own personal
adventure, during which they can end up discovering much
more than they could have ever imagined possible.
Explore Your Archive has been designed for services of all
kinds throughout the UK and Ireland. Each archive can tailor
events and stories to their own collections and communities.
You can download a free campaign toolkit, incorporating
advice, guidelines and ready-to-use artwork. The Scottish
Council on Archives will be welcoming ARA Head of Public
Affairs, Marie Owens, north of the border to run a workshop
to help Scottish services utilise the resources available.
Chair of the Scottish Council on Archives, Dr Irene O’Brien
comments: Scotland’s archives care for the nation’s history, heritage and stories. Our collections are difficult to
parallel in terms of quality and scope – the new campaign offers a wonderful opportunity to present the dynamic and vibrant Scottish sector to a UK-wide audience using a modern and inspirational format.
No matter if you are a large national institution, or a small
community group, you can choose the level of participation
right for you. For example, you can incorporate the key messages into existing communications channels (such as
Facebook or local media) or create a ‘story box’ (one of the
ideas in the toolkit) as a focus for events and news stories.
Angela Owusu, The National Archives, explains how the new campaign adds a fresh spin on the aims of the previous
annual Archive Awareness Campaign: The sector has made some headway over the past decade in terms of outreach. We haven’t narrowed the campaign to a single theme, as has been the case in previous years; this
gives archives the flexibility to get involved in whatever way they want to. If archives do feel they have a story
to share, they may want to create a physical and/or virtual ‘Story Box’ - these boxes encourage people to discover and explore.
John Chambers, Chief Executive of the Archives and Records Association says: So far, those who’ve seen the Campaign material have reacted very favourably and good ideas are flowing. Explore Your Archive is exactly what
the sector needs: a really modern, good-looking campaign with the right messages. It’s flexible and scalable
too – every single archive in the UK and Ireland should be able to take part in some way. I really believe that, if
we all work together, something really outstanding could happen this November.
We’re encouraging archives across the UK and Ireland to start developing ideas now, so they can be ready to hold an
Explore Your Archive event during the week of 16-23 November 2013 when the campaign launches to the public.
Bring archives alive: help us to inspire everyone to discover more!

INTERVIEW
TIM ELLIS
KEEPER OF THE RECORDS OF SCOTLAND
& REGISTRAR GENERAL FOR SCOTLAND

hat does being both Keeper of the Records of Scotland and Registrar General for Scotland mean to you personally? It’s a fantastic privilege and a
wonderful opportunity. I still have to
pinch myself occasionally to check I’m
not dreaming! It’s a privilege because of the history of
both posts, and the stature of my predecessors, and it’s
an exciting opportunity to develop both of those roles in
the digital age.

cal and family history services - Local Family History
Centres, for example. I think there’s scope to do more
collaboration for local history too, and again technology
can help us here. ScotlandsPeople is a genuinely great
service. And ScotlandsPlaces is also a growing resource. I’m impressed by what I’ve seen of the work of
other Scottish archives in the digital sphere, too - but I do
wonder if there’s scope for us all to work a bit better together to overcome some of the barriers and maximise
the reach and benefit of what we’re doing.

Having in the past seen at first hand the work of both the
General Register Office for Scotland and the National
Archives of Scotland, I’ve often thought that these were
under-valued Scottish assets. So to have the chance
now to lead both of those organisations simultaneously
in the still relatively new National Records of Scotland is
just great.

Has anything in Scottish archives and in registration
particularly surprised or intrigued you? I’m not sure
about surprised, but I’m constantly delighted by the
range and scale and uniqueness of what NRS and other
archives hold - from the serried levels of registration records in the Dome of New Register House, through the
census results that tell us in fascinating detail what kind
of nation we have been and are now, to the iconic and
historic documents held in secure keeping in the vaults.

Do you think your previous Civil Service experience
influences your approach to running the National
Records of Scotland? All of us are shaped by our previous experiences, so it would be odd if it didn’t! I think
that part of what I bring to this job is a sense of the political and policy environment that NRS is operating in and
the ability to strengthen NRS’s reputation and credibility
with decision-takers. I’ve been very open that I’m not an
archivist or information management professional, or
statistician, and I’m glad that we have others in the organisation who can fulfil those professional roles very
ably. What I hope I add to that mix is experience of operating at a strategic level to make the most of the fundamental strengths of the organisation.
In a digital age, what do you see as the common interests, challenges and opportunities across registration and public records? Digital technology gives
us scope to make much more information, of all kinds,
much more widely available. Whether we like it or not,
demand for digital consumption is only going to grow.
The internet has already transformed the way we look for
and at information. So technology not only helps us
make our records more accessible, to more people,
more quickly, and in visually appealing ways, but it also
provides the scope to make increasingly complex, and
sometimes unexpected, linkages.
All of these things are to be celebrated and pursued, but
we need to do that in ways which recognise the legitimate and ethical constraints on what we make available,
whether that’s for reasons of personal privacy or for
other sensitive records, at least for appropriate periods
of time. We need to recognise too that there’s a balance
- the majority of records held by NRS are still in
‘traditional’ formats, and that will be true for a long time
to come, whatever we’re able to do with digitisation.
Preservation is another common area. Technology offers
scope to make available in virtual form documents that
may otherwise be damaged by excessive use. But the
flip side of digitisation and changing technologies is the
issue of longevity and readability in the future.
Do you see particular opportunities for co-operation
across registration and archives services in Scotland? Yes, and of course there is already good cooperation in many areas, particularly around genealogi-

More widely, I’ve been impressed already by the wealth
of different sorts of archives around Scotland: academic,
religious and business; film, photo and object; and much
more. I’ve been following with particular interest the focus on stimulating and harnessing local and community
enthusiasm, and the recent fascinating coverage in
Broadsheet of community archives. Archives really aren’t
just about grand buildings in central Edinburgh!
If you had an unlimited budget, what would you do?
Oh, so many things! But I’d probably start by recruiting
more archivists, conservators, digital curators and data
specialists. Of course I’d welcome more investment in
digital facilities and capability, not just for NRS but for the
Scottish research and archives sectors as a whole. And
there are real issues about investment in more traditional
forms of storage, by archives across Scotland, to safeguard our vast legacy of non-digital material.
But primarily success is driven by people - people with
the right skills, training, knowledge and motivation - and
investment there is seldom wasted.

ARCHIVES ACCREDITATION MILESTONE
The Archive Service Accreditation standard has arrived. It has taken eight partner bodies months - months well
spent - to ensure that the standard created will be fit for purpose. The effort came from the Scottish Council on Archives, National Records of Scotland, The National Archives, Archives and Records Association (UK & Ireland), the
Welsh Government, Archives and Records Council Wales, Public Record Office of Northern Ireland and Arts Council
England.
Co-creation was at the core of behind-the-scenes development that took not just months but several years of work
by the partnership, the contractors (Janice Tullock Associates), and of course the archives sector as a whole. All
contributed throughout, including in the testing or piloting phases. Thanks for those efforts have been well earned.
At the heart of the scheme sits three elements crucial to delivering a service: organisational health, collections management and stakeholders and their experiences. The whole aim is to accredit archive services which are sustainable and resourced appropriately to their mission; manage their collections effectively and securely; and are aware
of and seek to meet the needs of their stakeholders. While piloting led to relatively few changes in the standard itself, it was crucial to an extensive reworking of the application form and expanded supporting guidance. Getting the
paperwork right has been seen as important to success.
Piloting presented a challenge. The timetable was tight. With just a three-month window between first briefing and
submission, it is much to the credit of the 20 pilot services that they all met the deadline. Doubtless none of them
would recommend that timescale to applicants, but it provided assurance that the application process has clarity and
is not unduly onerous.
The scheme is now open for applications. In terms of specifically Scottish participation, it will be practicable to process - including on-site visits - a minimum of six applications each year during the initial roll-out phase to 2017. It is
therefore essential that potential applicants should be realistic in terms of when and, indeed, if they apply.
Those interested in applying for Archive Service Accreditation, should begin by reviewing their current position as
soon as practicable. That will facilitate the making of realistic plans about the ‘when or if’ of application. Archive Service Accreditation supports development and improvement in archive services. It is a goal that some services will
take some time to meet. Some will be in the fortunate position of having much of the required evidence already,
while many will go through a process of planning and development taking months or even years. The important thing
is to focus on development and improvement and thereby work towards the goal at a speed that is realistic for the
individual service.
Using the standard will support a review of a service, identifying its strengths and providing a framework to improve
any areas of weakness. Before the using must, sensibly, come the training. The Scottish Council on Archives has
stepped forward to facilitate potential applicants in Scotland with the necessary training by hosting a workshop in
early July, with plans to develop more training opportunities in the future.
When reviewing a current service against the standard and planning for the future, it will help to bear a few things in
mind:
The standard uses generic language from PAS 197 to help with understanding across domains. However, noone is expected to have all policies, plans and procedures named in this way or to a particular template. Have
them in a format that works for the individual service.
The supporting guidance is essential in understanding what the requirements expect for a service of any size
or type. The standard has scaled requirements in recognition of the sheer complexity of the sector.
The requirements of the standard constantly reference the mission and purpose of the archive service, and the
community it is constituted to serve. This gives a flexible approach so that improvements to a service are designed to meet its needs.
More information about the scheme and all the supporting guidance is available on the accreditation pages on The
National Archives website. To discuss or plan your application, Scottish services should send any enquiries
to accreditation@scottisharchives.org.uk. We will then respond to your enquiry and arrange for a telephone
conversation.
In parallel with the publication of these key documents, the accreditation partnership is also recruiting the Committee
which will own and manage the standard and scheme. There is a need for experienced professionals or leaders in
the archives sector. Those interested in participating in this crucial new sector development, should consider applying. The standard can only hope to succeed if there is a readiness to get involved in its delivery. Details can be
found here, with a closing date for applications of 18 July 2013. Let this brief piece end with just three words, ’Come
on Scotland!’
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BLACKHOUSE CHARTERS

By ALINE BRODIN
Erasmus Medieval Charters Project Assistant

14TH CENTURY GLASGOW
21ST CENTURY CATALOGUE

The Blackhouse charters are a very valuable and diverse source of information on the city and the University of Glasgow. The collection consists of nearly 500 legal documents, on parchment and on paper, which effectively recount the
expansion and relocation of the University of Glasgow over the centuries through acts of transfer of property
(‘instruments of sasine’), settlements of court, donations, and royal grants.
The main group of documents, and also the oldest, is constituted of charters relating to the rights belonging to religious
orders before the Reformation, the more important of which being the Dominican friars of Glasgow, or ‘Black Friars’ hence the name of the collection. The friars, active in the city since at least 1246, possessed many lands and buildings
and like every ecclesiastical institution they carefully kept their deeds and charters to prove their various rights. However, this was to change with the Scottish Reformation as in 1563, Queen Mary endowed the declining ‘Old College’, as
the university was called, with a large part of the properties and revenue previously belonging to the Black Friars, who
had been disbanded. In addition to this gift, in 1573 the town council made over to the college the rest of the Black Friars’ properties, which Mary had bestowed on the city six years earlier. Thus the university, previously in a ruinous state,
inherited not only the monks’ lands, buildings and rents, but also all the legal documents proving their rights. These
gifts had an important role in enabling the university to flourish and expand; and not only did the institution continue to
acquire the revenue of other ecclesiastical benefices or simply buy properties from laymen, but it also received many
donations from important people such as Anne Hamilton, Duchess of Hamilton and Archbishop Robert Leighton.
Until now, the only description of the collection was a brief catalogue made by Robert Alexander in the early 18 th century. A modernised, more detailed catalogue is now available, in order to enable researchers and students to have better access to these deeds, as well as a better understanding of them. It offers a precise description of each document,
not only from the point of view of the content but also of the form: indeed, the physical aspect of a medieval or modern
charter is as important as what it says, since elements such as the seal - which are diverse and numerous in the collection - and the type of handwriting are essential to the full understanding and exploitation of an ancient deed.
And indeed, the Blackhouse charters have a lot to teach us. One might think that this repetition of legal documents concerning properties could become tedious, but that couldn’t be further from the truth as the Blackhouse charters, due to
their antiquity and their close association with crucial events of Scottish history such as the Reformation, are in reality
very rich and varied. As well as a source for the history of the university, it can be a source for religious history, as it
contains many pious donations, and even some papal bulls. We can also add that the Blackhouse charters are a good
way to study the effects of the Reformation on the religious orders. Moreover, local and family historians will be interested in some of the earliest references to named people in the west of Scotland, and the description of what the city of
Glasgow looked like at the end of the Middle Ages through references to named plots and identifiable houses.
Search on Blackhouse charters here to explore the catalogue. Image: Signed letter from Mary Queen of Scots (1553)
exempting the clergy of the university from taxes.

AWARDS SUCCESS
FOR SCOTLAND
On 20 May 2013 the Public Records (Scotland) Act implementation team were awarded the Information and
Records Management Society (IRMS) Records Management Team of the Year 2013. The award was given to
the team as authors of the Guidance to the form and content of the Model Records Management Plan for Developing Records Management Arrangements Under Section 1 of The Public Records (Scotland) Act 2011. This
prestigious award was presented to two of the four team
members (Bruno Longmore and Pete Wadley, pictured
below with IRMS Treasurer Meic Pierce Owen) at the
IRMS annual conference in Brighton (Hugh Hagan and
Andrea Wells in absentia). On accepting the award on
behalf of the team, Bruno Longmore, Head of Government Records at the National Records of Scotland confirmed that it was a great honour to receive an award
that reflected a team performance in the widest possible
sense. Bruno acknowledged the work of the wider information and records management community in Scotland,
who had made a major contribution in helping the team
to develop the Model Plan and Guidance. Bruno commented: Normally receiving an award marks the end of
something, but we see this as just the start of a journey
towards improving records management across Scottish
public authorities.
It is one of only four awards given out annually by the
IRMS, the foremost professional association for those
who work in or are concerned with records or information
management in the UK. Tim Ellis, Chief Executive of the
National Records of Scotland, said: it's great news that
the team have won the IRMS Team of the Year award that will be a great boost to the team and great recognition of their efforts.
As well as being formally recognised for their work so far,
there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that the work of
the implementation team is influencing the records management practices of bodies not scheduled under the Act
and also bodies outwith Scotland. This is promising and

indicates that the implementation team is on the right
track, which is further evidenced by some of the feedback
received at recent surgery events in April 2013. Several
scheduled authorities have welcomed the co-operative
approach taken by the implementation team, to the extent that it has been described as ‘refreshing’, rather than
being seen as a top-down process. The aim is to continue engaging with public authorities to ensure a culture
of best practice in record keeping across Scotland so records created by the public sector can be trusted as authentic, accurate, accessible and secure. Further information on the work of the implementation team can be
found on the NRS website or by emailing publicrecords@nas.gov.uk.
Also successful on the night was Scottish Information
and Records Manager Claire Johnson, who picked up the
Society’s Premier Award of Practitioner of the Year for
her work with the European Central Bank (pictured above
with IRMS Vice Chair Shona Dunning). In addition, and to
round off a great night for Scotland, both Claire Johnson
and Heather Jack were amongst the recipients of the Society’s inaugural 30 fellowships, conferred as part of the
30th anniversary of the Society celebrations.

PROISEACT TORMOD AN T-SEOLADAIR:
A PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD
OF AN ISLAND COMMUNITY
Proiseact Tormod an t-Seoladair took off in Shawbost, Lewis, after a
collection of glass plate negatives were discovered in a barn. The negatives are the work of Dr Norman Morrison (1879-1949), who was born
and raised in the village. Although he had a keen interest in the environment generally, snakes held a special importance for Dr. Morrison. His
personal interests covered Hebridean folklore, local history and creative
writing. In his professional life, he was part of the Glasgow police and
was instrumental in founding the Scottish Police Federation. Upon his
retirement, his research into adder snakes resulted in a doctorate. He
then subsequently published his autobiography.
The images taken by Dr Morrison depict life in the Shawbost during one
of his visits to the island prior to WWI. As a trusted member of the community, he was able to capture often intimate images of local families
and individuals going about their daily lives. Edinburgh-based photographer Murdo Macleod, himself a native of Shawbost, commented, “The
photographs, whilst fascinating in themselves, are also a missing piece
in the photographic heritage of the Hebrides - pre-dating Paul Strand's
Hebridean work by up to fifty years and standing in stark contrast to the
output of George Washington Wilson.”
Now, Murdo and a group of interested individuals from the community
with West Side Historical Society, Horshader Community Development,
Comunn na Gaidhlig and Tasglann nan Eilean Siar (Hebridean Archives), have received funding from LEADER to hold a series of events
to celebrate the life and images of Dr Morrison.
Photographers Murdo Macleod and David Gillanders will lead groups out into the local environment to recreate
some of the images from the collection and to explore the processes involved in creating glass plate negatives.
A community evening is to be held by Tasglann nan Eilean Siar for individuals to come and help identify locations
and individuals within the photographs, and the stories connected with them. Information gleaned from the community will assist in captioning the images and will enrich the archive catalogue.
A four-day intergenerational project will take local children out onto the moors and to places linked to the images.
These excursions will offer an opportunity to explore local folklore in the Gaelic language. A DVD recording these
walks will be produced, capturing the stories shared.
Finally, a one-day conference exploring Norman Morrison’s legacy will be held on 18 July 2013 in Shawbost. Speakers will include representatives from Scottish Natural Heritage, RSPB, the Scottish Police Federation, local historians and the local community. Together, they will explore and share their knowledge of Dr Morrison’s life and
achievements. A selection of framed images from the collection will also be unveiled to be retained by the community.
The original archive material has been gifted to Tasglann nan Eilean Siar, the archive service of Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council). However, in a spirit of collaboration and community ownership common
throughout the Western Isles, the copyright has been donated to West Side Historical Society, setting the seeds of a
long term partnership between the two organisations.

By DAVID POWELL
Archivist, Tasglann nan Eilean Siar

PRÒISEACT TORMOD AN T-SEÒLADAIR: TASGLANN DE DHEALBHAN
ANN AM BAILE SHIABOIST

Gaelic Translation By
LOMAIRT GHÀIDHLIG LAR THUATH LEÒDHAID’

Chaidh Pròiseact Tormod an t-Seòladair a chur an gnìomh ann an Siabost, Eilean Leòdhais às dèidh do dhealbhan
‘glass plates’ nochdadh ann am bàthach. ‘S e obair an Dr Tormod Moireasdan (1879-1949) a th’ ann, a rugadh `s a
thogadh anns a’ bhaile.
Ged a bha ùidh mhòr aige san àrainneachd agus gu h-àraidh ann an nathraichean, bha e ag obair na phoileas ann
an Glaschu agus bha e gu mòr an sàs ann an stèidheachadh Caidreachas Poilis na h-Alba. Bha ùidh aige ann am
beul-aithris Innse Gall, eachdraidh ionadail agus ann an sgrìobhadh cruthachail. Às dèidh dha a dhreuchd a leigeil
seachad, choisinn e ollamhachd leis an rannsachadh a rinn e air nathraichean-nimhe agus dh’fhoillsich e leabhar
mu bheatha fhèin.
Tha na dealbhan a thog Dr Moireasdan a’ toirt ìomhaigh air Siabost mun àm a bha e air turas san eilein ron
Chogadh Mhòr. Mar fhear a bha eòlach sa choimhearsnachd,. bha cothrom aige dealbhan gu math pearsanta a
thogail de dhaoine fa leth agus de theaghlaichean còmhla ann an suidheachaidhean nàdarrach.
Bheachdaich
Murchadh MacLeòid, dealbhaiche a tha stèidhte ann an Dùn Èideann, “Tha na dealbhan inntinneach seo mar phàirt
de dhualchas a tha air a dhol a dhìth ann an Innse Gall – chaidh an togail ro àm Pòl Strand `s iad mu 50 bliadhna
nas sine agus tha na dealbhan gu tur eadar-dhealaichte ri obair George Washington Wilson.”
A-nis, tha Murchadh ag obair còmhla ri muinntir na coimhearsnachd, Comunn Eachdraidh an Taobh Siar,
Buidheann Leasachaidh Coimhearsnachd Horsiadair, Comunn na Gàidhlig agus Tasglann nan Eilean Siar
(Comhairle nan Eilean Siar). Tha iad air taic-airgid fhaighinn bho LEADER gus tachartasan a chumail airson beatha
agus obair Dr Moireasdan a chomharrachadh.
Bidh Murchadh MacLeoid agus David Gillanders an urra ri buidhnean a thèid timcheall an àrainneachd ionadail gus
feadhainn de dhealbhan Dr Moireasdan a thogail as ùr. Thèid an uair sin coimhead ris a’ phròiseas a th’ ann gus na
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dealbhan ‘glass plates’ a chruthachadh.
Thèid oidhche choimhearsnachd a chumail le
Tasglann nan Eilean Siar le dòchas gum bi
cuid ann aig a bheil fhios cò a th’anns na
dealbhan agus càite an deach an togail. Tha
iad cuideachd airson sgeulachdan a
chluinntinn co-cheangailte ris na dealbhan gus
cuideachadh le iomradh a dhèanamh air gach
dealbh, agus gun tèid an cuir ann an leabhran
an tasglainn.
Bidh pròiseact eadar-ghinealaich ceithir latha
cuideachd air a chumail a’ toirt cothrom do
dh’òigridh na choimhearsnachd a dhol a-mach
chun mhòintich agus gu àitichean eile far an
deach na dealbhan a thogail. An seo, bidh
cothrom aca ionnsachadh mu dhualchas
ionadail agus seo gu lèir air a lìbhrigeadh tro
mheadhan na Gàidhlig. Thèid DVD dè na
cuairtean seo a chlàradh, a’ toirt a-steach na
sgeulachdan a chaidh ionnsachadh.
Mu dheireadh, thèid co-labhairt a chumail air
an 18mh den t-Iuchair 2013, a bhios a’
coimhead ris an dìleab a chaidh fhàgail le
Tormod Moireasdain. Bidh luchd-labhairt ann
bho Dhualchas Nàdair na h-Alba, Comunn
Rìoghail Dìon nan Eun (RSPB), Caidreachas
nam Poileas agus luchd-labhairt bhon
choimhearsnachd ionadail. Còmhla, bidh iad
a’ taisbeanadh an eòlais air beatha Dr
Moireasdain agus air na nithean a choilion e.
Thèid taghadh de chuid de dhealbhan bhon tasglann fhoillseachadh agus bidh iad seo rin cumail anns a’
choimhearsnachd.
Chaidh na dealbhan a thoirt mar thiodhlac do Thasglann nan Eilean Siar (Comhairle nan Eilean Siar) ach ann an
spiorad cho-obrachaidh agus sealbh
coimhearsnachd a tha gnàthail air
feadh nan Eilean Siar, tha na
còraichean uile dham buileachadh air
Comann Eachdraidh an Taobh, a’ cur
sòl airson compàirteachas fad ùine
eadar an dà bhuidheann.

SCOTTISH SOUND ARCHIVE
A STRATEGIC VISION
As reported last year in Issue 19 of Broadsheet the
development of a distributed national sound archive for Scotland is underway. The National Library of Scotland (NLS) has been working with a
broad range of stakeholders to plan and develop
what a Scottish Sound Archive may look like and
what services it might offer. This has culminated in
the creation of a Strategic Vision.
The vision statement at the centre of the document
acknowledges the core needs for better care and
better access to Scotland’s sound collections. To
achieve this aim in tough economic times it requires a collaborative effort. We aim to encourage
all keepers of sound collections to take a shared
responsibility for Scotland’s audio heritage. This
collective group needs to formulate realistic actions
to achieve its aims. The vision identifies these actions as increasing the visibility of collections and
helping in raising standards. Accordingly, better
care and better access can be accomplished from
letting the public see what rich collections exist and
working with each other to share skills and best
practice.
With this vision, NLS is committed to continuing to
work with a wide range of stakeholders to achieve
the aims of a Scottish sound archive. Currently in
progress, Phase One will involve the development
of a portal to bring together sound collections held
in a variety of organisations, including museums,

… these services
are set to vastly improve
public awareness, access and interaction
with Scottish sound collections, while stoking
necessary professional
interaction for the benefit of our audio collections ...

libraries and archives, into a searchable single
online resource. Initially the portal will be built and
tested using sample data from ten organisations
which will be the foundation for further growth in
Phase Two and beyond. Consultation with users both professional and public - is a key element of
the portal development as we try to build a platform
which is both functional and sustainable.
A further online resource allowing members of the
public to upload sound recordings to the national
collection will also be developed. This will address
the need to provide sustainable access to creative
digital audio for future generations.
These services are set to vastly improve public
awareness, access and interaction with Scottish
sound collections, while stoking necessary professional interaction for the benefit of our audio collections. We aim to keep everyone up-to-date with the
development, so please keep your eyes (and ears,
of course!) open for news of these services as they
progress. Meanwhile, if you have any comments or
questions about the development of a Scottish
Sound Archive, please do not hesitate to get in
touch at sound@nls.uk.

By ALISTAIR BELL
Sound Curator, National Library of Scotland
Image courtesy of the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland Archives

Archives and Records Management Services
ARMS is a flexible management tool that can provide you with the support necessary to focus on key outcomes and performance indicators
right across the full range of archives and records management services. Especially important in the context of the Public Records
(Scotland) Act 2011, it assists in securing the necessary improvements
in records management and in maintaining and building on those improvements. Take the tour here.
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